The photodissociation of O 2 in the region from 120-133 nm has been investigated using product imaging. The spectrum in this region is dominated by transitions from the ground state to the first three vibrational levels of the 
INTRODUCTION
The photochemistry of diatomic oxygen in the vacuum ultraviolet ͑VUV͒ energy range has been a subject of many investigations due to its important role in the atmospheric chemistry of the earth. Although most of the solar radiation below 170 nm is absorbed by the thermosphere, the intense Lyman-␣ hydrogen emission at 121.57 nm penetrates to an altitude of about 70 km. 1 In the thermosphere, the dissociation of oxygen controls the atmospheric heating rate through the deposition of kinetic energy in the photofragments. Recent interest in the heating rate stems from the connection to drag on artificial satellites, which results in premature disintegration.
O 2 absorption in the near vacuum ultraviolet is dominated by the Schumann-Runge bands, which extend between 175 nm and 205 nm and are assigned to the B 3 ⌺ u Ϫ ←X 3 ⌺ g Ϫ electronic transition. At somewhat shorter wavelengths, between 175 and 130 nm, absorption is primarily to the Schumann-Runge continuum, which correlates predominantly to the B state asymptote of O( 3 P)ϩO( 1 D), although at the higher energies there may be some contribution from a 3 ⌸ u state. Finally, discrete features in the spectrum are observed below 130 nm and correspond to absorption to the Rydberg states of O 2 . The spectroscopy in this region is characterized by Rydberg-valence interactions. Depending on the strength of the interaction, either a diabatic or an adiabatic description of the potential energy curves is appropriate. Several ab initio studies have investigated the Rydberg-valence interaction in O 2 .
2-8 Semiempirical estimates for the Rydberg-valence interaction have been obtained by perturbative [9] [10] [11] and coupled channel [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] approaches. The current study was undertaken to understand better the spectroscopy and dissociation dynamics in this Rydberg region.
In one of the earliest VUV experimental studies of O 2 absorption from its ground electronic state, Price and Collins observed diffuse bands in the far ultraviolet absorption spectrum between 65 and 130 nm. 21 Their work was followed by Tanaka's study in the 100-130 nm wavelength range that led to the identification of two new absorption bands, 22 the socalled ''second band'' and the ''third band.'' These bands are part of a progression, where the first member is the ''longest band,'' named by Price and Collins. In addition, Tanaka observed two other new progressions, later assigned as transitions from the ground state to the 3p u 1 ⌺ u ϩ and 3p u 3 ⌺ u ϩ Rydberg states. 23 Information about the Rydberg states of O 2 was also obtained by absorption studies in which the lower level was a low-lying metastable electronic state, O 2 (a 1 ⌬). [23] [24] [25] Different final states were accessed by allowed transitions from the lower state due to its different symmetry from that of the ground state. Angular distributions in electron impact spectroscopy provided complementary information and helped to identify the location and symmetry of several previously unknown excited electronic states. For example, the 3s g C 3 ⌸ g and 3s g d 1 ⌸ g Rydberg states 6.5-9.5 eV, above the ground state of O 2 were first identified in electron energy loss spectra. 26, 27 Several spectroscopic studies have been carried out since then in this energy regime. 28 -37 Branching ratios to dissociation products provide insight into the interactions between the Rydberg and valence states and are important to an understanding of atmospheric chemistry. The spin and energy allowed channels for dissociation at wavelengths above 110 nm are
͒ϩh
While the reported quantum yield of the O( 3 P) ϩO( 1 S) channel is small, less than 3%, [38] [39] [40] 4 nm is observed to be aligned in the molecular frame such that its angular momentum vector is perpendicular to the recoil direction, a result that may be understood based on dissociation through the E 3 ⌺ u Ϫ state.
EXPERIMENT
The ion imaging technique and our ion imaging time-offlight mass spectrometer ͑TOFMS͒ have been described in more detail elsewhere. [49] [50] [51] A skimmed molecular beam of 100% O 2 was directed along the axis of a TOFMS through the center holes in the ion focusing optics. Photolysis and probe laser radiation propagated perpendicular to the molecular beam axis and intersected the beam midway between the repeller and accelerator electrodes of the ion focusing optics. The resulting neutral atomic photofragments were ionized and focused onto a position sensitive detector at the end of the TOF tube, consisting of a chevron-mounted, double microchannel plate ͑MCP͒ assembly coupled to a fast phosphor screen. Both the camera and the MCP assembly were gated in order to collect ion signal at a given mass. The ion image was recorded by a CCD camera ͑Xybion͒ and the signal was processed by IMAQ vision ͑National Instruments͒ hardware under the control of computer routines written in Labview ͑National Instruments͒.
The vacuum ultraviolet ͑VUV͒ laser radiation used for photolysis was generated by a nonlinear four wave mixing scheme in which VUV photons were produced at the difference frequency (2 1 Ϫ 2 ) between a two-photon resonance in krypton and a visible photon. Ultraviolet laser radiation ( 1 ) at 202.25 nm (5pЈ͓0 1/2,0͔←←4 p 6 ) or at 212.55 nm (5p͓0 1 2 ,0͔←←4 p 6 ) ͑Ref. 52͒ was combined with visible laser radiation ( 2 ) using dichroic mirrors and focused by a fused silica achromatic lens into a stainless steel tube containing about 5 to 20 Torr of Kr. The laser radiation and the resulting VUV radiation entered the TOFMS through a collimating lens of LiF or MgF 2 which served as the exit window of the VUV cell. VUV radiation near 124.5 nm and 130.2 nm was generated using two photons of 212.55 nm light and visible photons of 729 and 578 nm, respectively. At the lower photolysis wavelength of 120.4 nm, it was necessary to use the two-photon Kr resonance at 202.25 nm, visible photons near 630 nm and a collimating lens of LiF.
Ultraviolet laser radiation ͑0.5-1.0 mJ͒ was produced at 212.55 nm with the use of a BBO I crystal to frequency double the output of a Scanmate ͑Lambda Physik͒ dye laser pumped by the third harmonic of a GCR-270 ͑Spectra Physics͒ Nd:YAG laser. Sum frequency generated laser radiation at 202.25 nm ͑ϳ0.5 mJ͒ was produced by first frequency doubling 606 nm dye laser light in a BBO III crystal, and then combining the fundamental and resulting 303 nm radiation in a BBO I crystal after rotating the polarization of the 303 nm light using a 1 2 wave plate. The atomic oxygen photolysis products were probed using resonance enhanced multiphoton ionization ͑REMPI͒ schemes. O( 1 D) was probed by ͑2ϩ1͒ REMPI using photons at 203.7 nm which were generated in similar fashion to the 202.25 nm light described above. The laser light was focused at the intersection of the molecular beam and the photolysis radiation but in a direction counter-propagating with, and delayed by about 10 ns, with respect to the VUV light. The O( 3 P) atomic fragments were probed using a ͑1ϩ1Ј͒ REMPI scheme in which the first photon excited the VUV resonance transition at 130.2 nm. Residual 202.25 nm or 212.55 nm radiation was sufficient to effect the ionization step. The generation of a second VUV wavelength in addition to the VUV photolysis wavelength was accomplished by sending a second visible laser into the VUV cell, coincident in time and spatially overlapped with the previously mentioned UV and visible lasers which generated the VUV photolysis light. This scheme was particularly advantageous since one Nd:YAG laser could be configured to pump three dye lasers simultaneously, thereby eliminating timing jitter problems. Also, the spatial overlap of the three lasers copropagating through the VUV cell and overlapping with the molecular beam was simply and reliably achieved on a daily basis.
A variety of spectra were recorded for diagnostic purposes with a photomultiplier tube used in place of the cam-era. The pump-probe scheme used to produce and detect O( 3 P) described above by generating two different VUV wavelengths was characterized by power dependence studies. The probe visible laser was scanned over the atomic transition as a function of the laser pulse energies for each of the three lasers involved. Jet-cooled spectra of molecular oxygen also were obtained by scanning the photolysis laser while observing the O ϩ signal arising from REMPI detection of the photofragments. Likewise, the spin-orbit branching ratio of O( 3 P J ) fragments accompanying O( 1 D) was determined by measuring the photomultiplier signal at each O( 3 P J ) resonance, correcting for the background offresonance signal and accounting for differences in the laser energy at each resonance.
In view of the large kinetic energies released to the atomic photofragments, two different lengths of TOF tubes were used in order to ensure that fast atoms did not miss the detector. The kinetic energy release was calibrated by comparison with the ion image of O( 3 P) produced in the photolysis of O 2 at the ͑2ϩ1͒ REMPI detection wavelength of 225.65 nm and obtained under the same conditions of ion focusing. Wherever possible, the probe laser was scanned across the transition so that the full Doppler spread of velocities were displayed in the image. Laser energies were monitored to ensure that images were recorded under stable conditions.
Doppler scanned images of the O( 3 P 2 ) photoproduct were recorded at photolysis wavelengths of 124.4 nm and 151.75 nm in order to compare dissociation quantum yields. The latter wavelength was generated by the same four wave mixing scheme outlined above, but with the third harmonic of a Nd:YAG laser at 354.6 nm in place of the tunable visible laser ( 2 ) at 729 nm. With the use of electronic shutters placed in the two ( 2 ) lasers, three separate images were accumulated in sequences of 30 laser shots: one at each of the photolysis wavelengths and one with only the ionization wavelength present as background. A similar scheme was used to record O( 3 P 2 ) images at photolysis wavelengths of 130.2 and 132.7 nm. The latter wavelength was generated with the second harmonic of a Nd:YAG laser as 2 .
All lasers were linearly polarized and arranged so that the polarization of the resulting VUV photolysis radiation was parallel to the plane of the MCP detector. In separate experiments designed to check for product angular momentum alignment, Doppler scanned images were recorded first with the polarization of the ionizing radiation parallel and then perpendicular to the detector plane.
VUV fluorescence was also detected by replacing the ion optics and TOF tube by an f /1 MgF 2 light collection lens and monochromator in combination with a solar blind photomultiplier tube. In these experiments, the lasers intersected an unskimmed molecular beam of O 2 10 to 30 nozzle diameters downstream of the jet orifice. The photomultiplier signal was amplified 125-fold and processed by a gated photon-counting algorithm written in Labview. Detection of the O( 3 P 2 ) dissociation product by laser induced fluorescence ͑LIF͒ at 130.2 nm provided a strong signal which was useful in optimization of the VUV generation at 124.4 nm, alignment of the light collection system, and in the calibration of the monochromator wavelength.
RESULTS

Photofragment excitation spectra
Photofragment yield spectra of O( 1 D) and O( 3 P 2 ) as a function of the excitation wavelength in the O 2 
,0͒ band region around 124.4 nm are displayed in Fig. 1 along with a simulated spectrum; only the relative amplitudes have been adjusted to obtain the fit. The simulation was calculated using published spectral constants, 53, 54 line strength factors for coupling behavior intermediate between Hund's cases a and b, 55 and Fano line shapes. 54 Good agreement of the simulated spectrum with the data was achieved by modeling the expansion cooling of the ground state rotational population with a Boltzmann temperature of 20 K, and by shifting the model spectrum by ϩ7.5 cm Ϫ1 . The simulation was not convoluted with an instrument function since the VUV laser bandwidth was an order of magnitude narrower than the Fano lineshape associated with each of the rotational lines. There was no significant difference between the experimental spectra of either electronic state of the atomic oxygen photofragments. The O( 3 P 2 ) LIF excitation spectrum was very similar to those displayed in Fig. 1 , although slightly broader due to a warmer expansion.
Product speed and angular distributions
Velocity-mapped images of the ionized photoproducts O( 1 D) and O( 3 P 2 ) were obtained at the five wavelengths denoted by the vertical lines above the spectra in Fig. 1 . Some of these images are displayed in Fig. 2 by the camera and ion lenses, it was necessary to calibrate the kinetic energy released in the atomic fragments by comparison to O( 3 P 2 ) images recorded in the 225.65 nm dissociation of O 2 and analyzed in the same fashion. Figure 3 contains O( 1 D) and O( 3 P 2 ) product speed distributions from the photodissociation of O 2 at 124.4 nm. The speeds at which atomic products arising from other dissociation channels would be expected are also indicated.
The apparent angular distribution of the O( 1 D) images depended strongly on the polarization direction of the detection laser. Use of the inverse Abel transform in the analysis presupposes axial symmetry in the image. Consequently, all of the analyzed images were recorded with polarizations of photolysis and detection lasers coparallel with the plane of the detector. Preliminary analysis involved fitting the angular distributions with a function of the form
where is the scattering angle with reference to the vertical axis of cylindrical symmetry ͑photolysis laser polarization direction͒, P 2 ͓ ͔ and P 4 ͓ ͔ are Legendre polynomials and C, ␤, and ␥ are fitting parameters. ␤ is the usual anisotropy parameter with limiting values of ϩ2 for a parallel transition and Ϫ1 for a perpendicular transition. The P 4 ͓ ͔ term was included to account for alignment of the electronic angular momentum of the atomic fragments. The apparent values of ␤ and ␥ for O( 1 D) and O( 3 P 2,1,0 ) for the dissociation at 124.40 nm are given in Table I along with the estimates of the Ϯ2 uncertainties from the nonlinear least squares fitting program. Because the 1 D and 3 P oxygen atoms must have the same overall spatial anisotropy, the difference in angular distributions for the cofragments strongly suggests that the atomic electronic angular momentum must be aligned. This suggestion is confirmed by experiments changing the polarization of the probe laser and the related analysis, described next.
Angular distributions consistent with alignment of electronic angular momentum in cofragments of a photodissociation process were determined by fitting the following function to the data:
The angular dependence of the detection step sums the contributions from the m J levels and includes the fractional population (A m ) of each ͉m J ͉ as fitting parameters. The corresponding probe frame angular detectivity functions ͓F m ()͔ depend on the details of the transition probed and are well known for the two photon transitions used to detect O( 1 D), 56, 57 so that values of ␤ and A m from the O( 1 D) data could be deduced from the images. In a similar fashion, angular distributions and fractional population of ͉m J ͉ states were obtained from the O( 3 P 2 ) images, employing one photon expressions for F m (). 58 Analysis of O( 3 P 0 ) images yielded angular distributions without the complication of alignment since Jϭ0. A complete summary of the ␤ and A m values from all images is presented in Fig. 4 along with the expected speeds of the energetically possible dissociation channels. Parameters describing the angular distributions are also given in Table II .
Quantum yields
From the O( 3 P 2 ) image recorded in the dissociation at 132.7 nm, two rings were observed, corresponding to dissociation to O( 1 D)ϩO( 3 P 2 ) and to O( 3 P)ϩO( 3 P 2 ). After subtraction of the contribution from dissociation at the probe wavelength of 130.2 nm, the quantum yields for the two channels were simply determined from the integrated peak areas in the speed distribution to be 0.40Ϯ0.08 and 0.60 Ϯ0.09, respectively. Figure 5 displays the net image after background subtraction.
Comparison of O(
3 P 2 ) signals obtained from images recorded at pairs of photodissociation wavelengths were used to determine relative quantum yields for the dissociation to O( 1 D)ϩO( 3 P). Since the detection scheme was the same for each pair of dissociation wavelengths, the quantum yields ⌽ i are related to the O i signals as follows:
where is the O 2 absorption cross section, SO is the fraction of the spin-orbit population appearing as O( 3 P 2 ), T is the VUV transmission through the collimating lens, and I is the VUV laser power at the output of the Kr cell. The O atom signals were obtained by integrating over the appropriate peaks in the speed distributions. As ⌽ 2 is known, at 151.7 nm ͑Ref. 42͒ and at 132.7 nm ͑Ref. 42͒ ͑see above͒, then ⌽ 1 may be determined at 124.4 and 130.2 nm, respectively.
The VUV laser power was not measured directly but was obtained by monitoring the laser power for each of the several lasers involved in the four wave mixing scheme and using the theoretical power dependence, where a includes various factors describing the interaction of the laser beams with the krypton. 59 Since the excitation of the two-photon Kr resonance was the same for generation of all dissociation wavelengths, the I( 1 ) term cancelled when taking the ratio I 1 /I 2 . The measured power dependences of the O ϩ signal on each laser displayed only minor deviation from the theoretical expectations due to saturation effects. Index of refraction 60 and third order susceptibility (
) values 61 were used to calculate the ratio of a factors for different dissociation wavelengths according to Eqs. ͑29͒ and ͑32͒ in Ref. 59 .
The ratios of O atom signals, absorption coefficients, spin-orbit fractions, lens transmissions, and VUV laser energies from Eqs. ͑3͒ and ͑4͒ are given in Table III along with the relative quantum yields for the pairs of dissociation wavelengths 130.2 and 132.7 nm, and 124.4 and 151.7 nm. Characterization of the angular distribution at 151.7 nm is included in Table II. Emission from O 2 excited to the E state was searched for as an alternative loss process to dissociation. In the absence of the probe laser, no VUV fluorescence was detected which could be attributed to emission from excited molecular O 2 at monochromator wavelengths between 124 and 130 nm where the E -X ͑0,0͒, ͑0,1͒, and ͑0,2͒ bands are expected. Franck-Condon factor calculations using Morse potentials indicate that the above three bands would comprise ϳ99% of the emission intensity from the E state vϭ0 level. Comparison of the fluorescence signal from LIF detection of the O( 3 P 2 ) dissociation product at 130.2 nm with scattered light levels in the 124 -129 nm region following excitation of O 2 at 124.4 nm sets an upper limit on the ratio of quantum yields ⌽ rad /⌽ diss of 10 Ϫ6 . This observation is in agreement with the measurements of Lee et al., 41 who found that photon absorption leads only to dissociation in this region.
DISCUSSION
The experimental O 2 excitation spectra taken near 124.4 nm in the E -X ͑0,0͒ band for both dissociation products O( 3 P 2 ) and O( 1 D) agree well with each other and with the simulation based on spectral constants previously reported. 53, 54 A discrepancy in the position of the origin ( 00 ) occurs, which amounts to a difference of less than 0.01%, and which can be largely accounted for by calibration of the dye laser wavelengths. The partial resolution of the predissociation-broadened band into P and R branch envelopes reproduces the expected dominance of R branch line strengths for the low rotational quantum numbers populated at the experimental rotational temperature of 20 K. Modeling the predissociation widths of individual rotational lines with Fano line shapes results in good agreement with the overall shape and width of the experimental spectra. Extension of the model to include interference effects between transitions to upper levels with the same J but different N yields only minor differences in the simulated spectrum.
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Quantum yield determinations
The quantum yields for the two channels O( 1 D) ϩO( 3 P) and O( 3 P)ϩO( 3 P) following dissociation at 132.7 nm were determined to be 0.40Ϯ0.08 ͑2͒ and 0.60Ϯ0.09, respectively, assuming that these are the only two loss processes. The wavelength was well determined by the difference between the excitation of the two-photon Kr resonance at 94 092.8557 cm Ϫ1 and the second harmonic of the Nd:YAG laser. Previously measured O( 1 D) quantum yields of 0.4 ͑Ref. 42͒ and 0.37 ͑Ref. 41͒ ͑at 132.4 nm͒ are in good agreement with this determination. From the ratio of quantum yields in Table III The ratio of quantum yields calculated using Eqs. ͑3͒ and ͑4͒ neglects any difference in absorption cross sections between room temperature and the 20 K jet expansion conditions since this has been shown to be insignificant for the Schumann-Runge continuum. 19, 63 The O( 3 P) spin-orbit distributions are assumed to be in the statistical limit at each dissociation wavelength since the available energies are more than 2 eV above the O( 1 D)ϩO( 3 P) asymptote and 4 eV above the lower ground state channel. The a factor in Eq. ͑4͒ was estimated from ͉ (3) ͉ values given for VUV difference frequency generation in krypton involving a different two-photon resonance than we used. 61 The difference between the two-photon energies was less than 2% of the total and should not affect the ratio of susceptibilities at the dissociation wavelengths near 130 nm. Given the success with which the ratio of quantum yields at 130.2 and 132.7 nm agree with previous measurements, it would appear that the various contributions to the a factor in Eq. ͑4͒, which describe the laser interactions in the nonlinear medium, were fairly well approximated.
Although excitation in the Schumann-Runge continuum at 151.7 nm and excitation to the mixed Rydberg/valence E 3 ⌺ u Ϫ state at 124.4 nm both result in dissociation exclusively to O( 1 D)ϩO( 3 P), obtaining the ratio of quantum yields at these two wavelengths provides a more stringent test of the various approximations outlined above. While the 151.7 nm absorption cross section is insignificantly different at room temperature and at 20 K, the absorption at 124.4 nm increases by a factor of 2 between 295 and 79 K. 54 Simulation of absorption spectra of the ͑0,0͒ band near 124 nm at both 79 and 20 K show that the absorption at 124.4 nm nearly doubles again at the lower temperature. The spinorbit distributions for O( 3 P) accompanying O( 1 D) are indeed at the statistical limit at 124.4 nm, having been measured to be (Jϭ2):(Jϭ1):(Jϭ0)ϭ(0.56Ϯ0.15):(0.32 Ϯ0.13):(0.13Ϯ0.18), with uncertainties estimated to be Ϯ2. At 151.7 nm, the corresponding population ratio, ͑0.66 Ϯ0.11͒:͑0.24Ϯ0.09͒:͑0.10Ϯ0.07͒, appears to be slightly colder than statistical but the difference is not significantly different within the uncertainties. At the shorter wavelengths near 130 nm the population ratios are thus likely to be indistinguishable as assumed above. At longer wavelengths, two groups have measured spin-orbit population ratios in the Schumann-Runge continuum, at 157 nm. 64, 65 Our results at 151.7 nm are closer to those of Matsumi and Kawasaki ͑0.74:0.21:0.04͒ than those of Huang and Gordon ͑0.93:0.06:0.01͒.
The shorter wavelength at 124.4 nm poses several problems since both the LiF collimating lens 66 and the krypton begin to absorb significantly. Absorption and transmission loss through optics is a standard problem. Modeling the VUV power generated by difference-frequency mixing near a resonance absorption in the nonlinear medium, however, is not trivial. The a factor of Eq. ͑4͒ includes quantities dependent on the index of refraction and the nonlinear third order susceptibility ͉ (3) ͉ descriptive of the four wave mixing process. Although Bideau-Mehu et al. have reported a dispersion relationship with wavelength for krypton, their measurements extend down to 140 nm only. 60 The accuracy of extrapolation to shorter wavelengths on the rapidly rising part of the curve near an absorption is uncertain. Evaluation of ͉ (3) ͉, involves a sum over transition matrix elements divided by energy difference terms between the energy levels considered in the numerator and the photons involved in the nonlinear mixing scheme. In difference-frequency mixing, the dominant energy difference term ideally involves only a two-photon transition with the medium transparent to all other possible single photon absorptions. This is not the case at 124.4 nm due to the Kr absorption feature at 123.6 nm. Furthermore, since the sum of the VUV and 2 photons is equivalent to the energy of the two-photon transition, 2 will also be nearly resonant with a transition between excited states. In this case where single photon absorptions become important, other processes which compete with VUV generation contribute to ͉ (3) ͉. We did not attempt to calculate these additional terms or their effect on the efficiency of VUV generation. As a result, the value reported in Table III Ϫ6 . This observation is basically in agreement with the measurements of Lee et al. 41 and with the 120.4 measurement of Lee and Nee, 44 but it disagrees with the value of about 0.5 inferred from 
O" 1 D… product alignment
We now turn to a possible explanation for the observation that angular momentum of the O( 1 D 2 ) atomic fragment is aligned with respect to the recoil velocity in such a way that the populations of m J ϭ0 and m J ϭ1 are larger than that of m J ϭ2. Because it is clear that rotational structure is present, though not completely resolved, for absorption to O 2 (E 3 ⌺ u Ϫ ,vϭ0), we assume that this excited electronic state is predissociated by a state leading to the O( 1 D 2 ) ϩO( 3 P) products. The most common predissociation is by a homogeneous mechanism, 67 for which there would be an avoided crossing between states of like symmetry; i.e., the predissociating state would also be of 3 ⌺ u Ϫ symmetry. Indeed, the work of Lewis et al. 12 shows that the inner wall of the E state is actually the diabatic continuation of the B 3 ⌺ u Ϫ state, as shown in Fig. 6 . Thus, a simple path to products is a nonadiabatic transition between bound vibrational levels of the E state and the repulsive part of the B state. The B 3 ⌺ u Ϫ state correlates, in agreement with the Wigner-Witmer rules, 53, 68, 69 to O( 1 D 2 )ϩO( 3 P), but we need to determine which of the two ⌺ Ϫ states is responsible. The combination P g ϩD g gives rise to nine electronic configurations of the diatomic molecule: ⌺ ϩ , ⌺ Ϫ (2), ⌸͑3͒, ⌬͑2͒, and ⌽. Each of the ⌺ states has zero angular momentum projection onto the internuclear axis, the ⌸ states have Ϯ1, the ⌬ states have Ϯ2, and the ⌽ state has Ϯ3, so that there are 3ϩ3ϫ2ϩ2ϫ2ϩ2ϭ15 projection states altogether. These correspond to 15 combinations of the ͑1,0,Ϫ1͒ components of the P g atom with the ͑2,1,0,Ϫ1,Ϫ2͒ components of the D g atom. 3 P 2 ) data is qualitatively similar but tend to be higher in value. Since detection of O( 3 P 2 ) involves excitation to a 3 S 1 state, only the m J ϭ0, 1 levels are involved in the transition and the analysis is less sensitive to alignment effects.
Variation of anisotropy parameter with wavelength
The variation of the anisotropy parameter with wavelength across the O 2 ( 3 ⌺ u Ϫ ) vϭ0 absorption profile is difficult to calculate because the rotational spacing and the linewidths are comparable. For isolated rotational lines, excitation produces an aligned, rotating excited state that dissociates slowly compared to a rotational period. The angular distribution can then be calculated using techniques similar to those used for NO. 51 When the rotational lines overlap, coherent excitation must be taken into account, as discussed in the Appendix. Figure 7 shows that the agreement between theory and experiment is qualitatively correct, though not quantitative.
CONCLUSION
Product imaging has been used to investigate the 1 D 2 ) product shows that the product is aligned in the molecular frame in such a way that J is nearly perpendicular to the axis of recoil between the two oxygen atoms. This finding is consistent with a homogeneous dissociation along the repulsive wall of the B state, as might be expected from the fact that the E state is formed by an avoided crossing between the B state and a 3 ⌺ u Ϫ state leading to O( 1 D)ϩO( 3 P). The variation in the anisotropy parameter ␤ with wavelength across the vϭ0 absorption band of the E←X transition is qualitatively in accord with a calculation similar to that used previously for NO, 51 but taking into account the coherent excitation of overlapping lines. 
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APPENDIX: WAVELENGTH DEPENDENCE OF ␤
The dependence of ␤ on wavelength is sensitive to the electronic character of the ground and dissociating state, the rotational branch and line excited, and the lifetime of the dissociating state, which governs the linewidths of the absorption features. In the case of the O 2 E 3 ⌺ u Ϫ state, the ro- tational features for the vϭ0 band are incompletely resolved, so that at each dissociation wavelength a mixture of initial states is incoherently excited, and from each initial state a number of rotational transitions are coherently excited. We calculate the anisotropy parameter at each wavelength by calculating what it would be for each initial state and each transition and then by summing incoherently over the former and coherently over the latter using weights that depend on the relative populations of the initial states excited, the linewidth, and the shift from line center. This calculation is briefly described below; much of it is a onephoton version of the two-photon calculation we have presented previously for NO. 51 The relative intensity of dissociation products at angle with respect to the polarization direction and for a dissociation frequency is given by the equation F i ) is the term energy of the initial state, and F is a function that includes broadening parameters and gives the intensity of the absorption at relative to that at 0 , the line center for the transition. We used a broadening function based on Fano line shapes,
where qϭϪ19.2ϩ(2.8EϪ05)(͓J f (J f ϩ1)͔ 2 and gϭ5.6 ϩ(0.018)͓J f (J f ϩ1)͔, as suggested by the work of Lewis et al. 54 Center frequencies were calculated as 0 ϭ 00 ϪT i (J i ,F i )ϩT(J f ,F f ), where T i and T f give the term energies for the initial and final states, respectively, and 00 ϭ80 382.8 cm Ϫ1 .
